Clwydian Hills Fell Race - 23rd October 2016
Grievance – Mike Bate
Raised on the FRA Public Group forum on Facebook on October 25th. Full transcript in Appendix A.
Main points from the grievance and points raised during its following thread:
i.
ii.

Fence damaged/trampled between CP4 & CP5 to shortcut route
“Over half” the field used this shortcut

Investigating:
John Heppenstall – Race Organiser – See Appendix B for Qualifications
Paul Shorrock – Marshal CP4 - NEWSAR Training Officer
Damon Winterbottom – Marshal CP4 – NEWSAR Deputy Team Leader
Site visit 26th October 11.30am

Figure 1 - Fence Corner in question

Figure 2 - Fence in poor general condition. Barbed wire intact and attached. Wire fence panels sagging in most sections.
Vertical wire panel links rusted through.

Figure 3 - Routes & Possible Crossing Positons. A. Most likely crossing point. B. Secondary crossing point. C. Tertiary
crossing point. D. Primary path. E. Secondary path.

Figure 4 - D. Primary Path

Figure 6 - Ground Compression by crossing A

Figure 5 - E. Secondary Path

Figure 7 – No noticeable disturbance by crossing B

Figure 8 - No discernible approach damage through area F. Approach G leads to Secondary path E.

Figure 9 & Figure 10 Broken Vertical Links showing rusted cross-section - implies damage to fence was historic

Figure 11 - Fence after repairs

Initial findings
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Some evidence of runners crossing the fence line near to the corner of the field was found. Slight
footfall could be seen in the marsh grass approaching the fence and grass compression could be
seen within the field. (Figure 6)
The fence was not trampled down although a gap had been created between the barbed wire and
lower fence section but this may have already been present. (Figure 2).
Fence has been in poor condition for several years - the vertical section (uphill portion) has been
replaced in the last couple of years. With the fence roll being still present implies that the lower
(horizontal section) is likely to be replaced in the near future.
Broken links (rusted cross-sections – Figure 9 & 10) on the fence indicate that this portion of fence
has been used as a crossing point for several years by misplaced walkers/runners or maybe just
sheep. (The top of fence was laying against the direction of travel suggesting whatever originally
pulled the fence down was done from inside the field - suggesting sheep/walkers getting out rather
than runners getting in).
Ground footfall and approach damage suggests the majority headed left of the fence corner on the
obvious path/s (D & E). Footfall in the area of the fence itself was visible but not majorly so. The
ground is wet in that area and high footfall should have been visible had it been used heavily.
Approx. 5 fence sections down from the corner the barbed wire had been hooked underneath the
fence top (Point C). No discernible footfall, approach damage or ground compression could be
seen at this point suggesting historic use or at most a handful of runners.
Before leaving the fence was pulled back up as best as possible and hooked onto the barbed
strand to support. (The presence of this wire hook (seen far right in Figure 10) suggests that this
section has been historically repaired and modified.)

Conclusions
•
•

The fence had not been trampled, though it is likely that several runners have taken this route and
further damaged these fence sections.
It is highly unlikely that "half the field" (90 runners) took this option. In my opinion it is unlikely that
more than 30 runners went over/through the fence in this area (Routes A, B & C in Figure 3) due to
lack of footfall by the fence and presence of high footfall on the other 2 rising sheep tracks (Routes
D & E in Figure 3).

Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fence is taped and signed for next year’s race (it cannot be made out-of-bounds as it is open
access land and the first thing that most runners do is go through the gate into the area.)
Race info sheets will be updated to include basic countryside code rules though it is expected that
anyone using the countryside for recreation should be already aware of these.
The race map will be stripped of route marks.
Results will be clarified as final.

Discussion
Moving CP4.
There has been a suggestion made to move the CP4 up towards the gate. This has been considered but
the presence of a traversing sheep path on the approach from the previous spur would likely become the
main route reducing the height gain of the route by circa 50m and reducing route choice on both the
previous and following sections. If marshal numbers are sufficient it is likely that one will be positioned up
towards this incident area from CP4 – to give a little verbal encouragement to anyone getting ‘out-of-form’.
Strava – Navigation Aids – GPS Accuracy
I do not intend to open a debate about the use of GPS devices (phones, watches, etc) here but you should
be made aware of data inaccuracies of these devices.

During search exercises and live jobs with the rescue team I frequently carry 3 tracking GPS devices with
me (when biking & running usually just 2!). Comparing these tracks sometimes shows surprising
inaccuracies with each other and also where I have been ‘exactly’ (I am blessed with a memory for places).
Typically the tracks overlay with an accuracy of 10-15m but the most usual difference is the update rate
between the devices.
Bear in mind that the entire distance between Route D (most trampled) and Route C (possibly used by a
couple) are circa 15m apart.
To get the most accurate GPS position your device needs a clean view of the sky and should be STATIC.
Typically your device could be laid on its side, upside down, facing the hill, on your wrist bouncing up and
down. So the slower you go the better the track, the quicker the worse the track.
You do not notice the update rate of the GPS much until you turn a corner when typically at least two of my
devices will show I have ‘short-cutted’ the corner to some degree, with only one device having updated at
the ‘correct’ turn point.

Appendix A
Mike Bate
October 25 at 3:07pm

Should the entire clwydian hills field be disqualified?
I don't race much any more, but I do reccie routes. And I've been round the clwydian hills race route 3
times in the last two weeks.
Here's the problem.
The fastest way from Cp4 to Cp5 is along the side of a field to avoid some bracken and gorse. And doing
things the right way there is a gate about a quarter of the way up that field, to get in, and a stile at the top to
get out.
But having been round the route today, and discussing with someone who did it - that's not what the field
did.
They trampled down a wire fence with a strand of barbed wire at the top, some wriggling under some
climbing over, the fence is a real mess , and looking at strava that's what *all* I can find did.
As far as I am concerned - and sensible Fell running associations should be concerned ( not that I know of
one) - a clear breach of basic country code , trampling walls and fences should be an instant DQ. And RO
should enforce it, easy enough to label as out of bounds on a map, or Marshall or tape. So no excuse, and
the fact the runner in front did it, should carry no more weight than saying to police " but the guy in front
was speeding too!"
In this case it was unnecessary, maybe it would have cost 20 seconds extra heather bashing, but there was a
perfectly good gate, and in any event there were two other routes!
Fell runners are there on sufferance, and all should be ambassadors for the sport - not doing things that
bring the sport into disrepute or alienate landowners, or damage fragile ecology.
And if DQ of most of the field is what it takes for runners to take notice , bring it on!
There is NO excuse for trampling fences or bringing down walls.

Appendix B
Qualifications of John Heppenstall
Worked as Air Crash Investigator for BAe Military Aircraft Ltd;
20 years experience of test engineering on military aircraft, F1, high performance engines, safety
products, R&D;
Specialist training crime scene investigation and tracking whilst with NEWSAR (8 years).

